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QUESTION: 64  
Review the following Decision Table: 

If the credit score is 723 and the outstanding balance is 2157, which value will  be 
returned?   

A. ApproveLevel3 
B. ApproveLevel1 
C. Reject  
D. ApproveLevel2 

Answer: C  

QUESTION: 65  
You have been asked to configured a rule for use in a business process to evaluate 
multiple property values and return a text value as a result. Which type of rule satisfies 
this requirement?   

A. Data transform 
B. When rule  
C. Validate  
D. Decision tree  



  
 
Answer: D  
  
  
QUESTION: 66  
In which of the following  situations would you use a SQL connector?  
  
 
A. Update a table in an external database  
B. Write to a table as part of a distributed transaction  
C. Retrieve a large list of reference data  
D. Execute a complex SQL statement such as a stored procedure  
  
 
Answer: A  
  
  
QUESTION: 67  
In an insurance claims application, you want to capture miscellaneous inventory items, as 
displayed in the screen below.  
 

  
 
A miscellaneous item has a name and value, and is defined as a data type. You want to 
store the data entered in a property called .Items. Which property type should .Items be?  
  
 
A. Single Value  
B. Value List  
C. Page List  
D. Page  
  
 
Answer: B  
  
  
QUESTION: 68  



A data page holds the local weather information and has the Reload if Older Than field 
set to 10 minutes.  The data page is created at 11:22. The user then performs the 
following actions: 11:28 the user refreshes the weather information 11:40 the user 
refreshes the weather information At what time is the data page reloaded?  
  
 
A. 11:38  
B. 11:40  
C. 11:32  
D. 11:28  
  
 
Answer: B  
  
  
QUESTION: 69  
You need to copy data from a page with customer data to a page used for a cre dit 
payment. Most of the properties can be mapped as-is, but the first and last names must be 
concatenated into a full name.  Which rule type would  you use to copy the content?  
  
 
A. Data page  
B. Data transform  
C. Declare expression  
D. Function  
  
 
Answer: C  
  
  
QUESTION: 70  
You have created a series of forms for a vacation booking process. Declarative 
expressions are used to calculate values such as the cost of the flight, hotel, car rental, 
and taxes. The last form includes a field  that displays the total amount that will  be 
charged on the user’s credit card.  
How do you configure the calculations so that the total amount is calculated only when 
the user   reaches the last form?  
  
 
A. Use the backward chaining option for all the expressions.  
B. Use the backward chaining option for the total amount expression. U se forward 
chaining for all the other expressions.  
C. Use the forward chaining option for all the expressions.  
D. Use the forward chaining option for the total amount expression. Use backward 
chaining for all the other expressions.  
  
 
Answer: C  



  
  
QUESTION: 71  
An insurance claim case is field by a customer and assigned a claim type (fire, flood, or 
theft). The claim contains a list of loss items. Which of the data would you store in a local 
data source?   
  
 
A. Customer data  
B. Items of loss  
C. Claim  types  
D. Policy details  
  
 
Answer: C  
  
  
QUESTION: 72  
You are designing hotel booking forms for a travel application.  
The first form contains two fields in which users enter a room type and the length of stay 
in days. A third field displays the total cost of the room.  
The second form contains a field in which users select additional-cost options such as a 
sight-seeing tour. A second field displays the total cost of the options.  
The third form contains a field that displays the grand total of the room and options.  
Which two properties are considered source properties for the declare expression used to 
calculate the grand total? (Choose two.)  
  
 
A. Options  
B. Total cost of options  
C. Length of stay  
D. Total cost of room  
  
 
Answer: A, D  
  
 
QUESTION: 73  
A customer data object references an address as depicted by the data model below. How 
would you define the address property in the customer class?  
 



 
 
 
A. As a single value  
B. As a page  
C. As a page list  
D. As a page group  
  
 
Answer: C  
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